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thanks

Sincerest thanks to guests on Photo Tour Brugge for being  
the brute force awesome that got this whole thing rolling.

No guests = No Tour = No Book = You all did this too.

Deep thanks to friends, enemies, and those who shared love, 
loss, pain, and joy. I hope we all figured something out in 
“All This”, I love every one of you.

Big thanks to Ian for making the book come together by putting 
the book together. Fresh from his Photo Design degree and was  
a pro, recommended!

Profound thanks to my family, new or old and near or far I love 
you all beyond words. Extra thanks to my father Cyril, always 
there when I needed him from the earliest days.

Final and most infinite thanks to my supremely wonderful  
(and sweet and caring) wife Katie/Katja/Mrs Andy.

My queen. My buddy. Everything else.  
Love her, even more than everything in photography!



Choosing the photos for this book of Brugge was very difficult, 
if only because I was drowning in options.  

Brugge is like that, bigger than it looks and offering up  
more than first meets the eye. While there are obviously limits 
to the depth considering the size of the place (let’s not 
lie, Antwerp or Gent has us beat on the nightclub scene), for 
someone wandering the streets with a camera it’s time to feast! 

The approach to both catching and now compiling these photos 
was for views of Brugge that went both far and wide as well  
as near and detailed. Considering the wealth of spectacular 
vistas and intricate details worth more than a day trip,  
the city deserves no less.

These photos are certainly not the full story of Brugge,  
that’s going to take a while and much like the city itself... 
It goes deeper than a passing glance. What this collection  
of photos represents, to me at least, is my view of Brugge as 
a local who’s not local, living here as such for over 15 years 
(and being Photo Tour Brugge) these have been favorites so far.
 

With much more to come... So enjoy this first taste!
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